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Many trees in the genus Ochna, such as the Mai Vàng / Yellow Mai tree, is a popular ornamental plant 
that is prized for its bright yellow flowers. Here are some ps to help you care for your Yellow Mai tree: 

Light 
 The plant prefers bright, direct sunlight but can tolerate some shade. 



Temperature 
 Yellow Mai trees grow best when temperature is around 60 – 100 F. If it’s too cold out, please 

follow the Winter Care sec on below. If it’s too hot out, please make sure to water the trees 
twice a day to maintain moisture. 

Water 
 Water the plant regularly, keeping the soil moist but not waterlogged. Avoid allowing the soil to 

dry out completely. 
 To see if the soil is too dry, s ck your finger down about 2 inches from the surface. Your finger 

should not feel dry. If it is, please water immediately. 
 The Mai / Ochna Tree of the Yellow Mai species grown throughout South Vietnam is a tropical 

tree. As such, it requires a tropical or tropical-like environment. This means warmer 
temperature and high humidity. If you can recreate a tropical-like level of humidity in the micro 
environment surrounding your tree, it will most likely thrive. 

 As a result, if your Yellow Mai tree seems dry and does not seems to be doing well, it’s best If 
you can keep that Yellow Mai tree inside of a temporary pop up greenhouse such as the large 
plas c bag in which your tree was shipped, or inside of the following mini pop up greenhouse 
that you can purchase from Amazon to help it recover: h ps://www.amazon.com/Greenhouse-
Outdoor-Gardening-Flowerpot-Backyard/dp/B01NBKWAVB. If such an environment is available, 
then make sure the soil is moist and the inside of that clear plas c enclosure has a high humidity 
by spraying the tree branches and root every few days or whenever needed with a spray bo le. 
The idea is you’d want to see some droplets of condensa on on the inside of the clear plas c 
enclosure indica ng high level of moisture. Make sure that the bo om of the enclosure is not 
waterlogged.  



 

Figure 1: Example small outdoor popup enclosure for your Yellow Mai tree 

 If your tree is outside then if it is healthy looking, or if your tree is dried up not doing well and 
you are wai ng for the above mini pop-up greenhouse to arrive to help it recover, then please 
water the en re tree twice a day, once in the morning and once in the a ernoon using the 
watering hose with a fine mist watering head. 



 

Figure 2: Recommended custom indoor enclosures with heat lamps and moisture control 

Soil 
 Yellow Mai trees prefers well-draining soil that is rich in organic ma er. Consider adding 

compost or other organic ma er to the soil to improve its fer lity. 
 For Yellow Mai trees planted in pots (recommended) then po ng soil is a must. Po ng soil 

allow extra water to drain away fairly quickly, avoiding flooding the trees’ roots. 

Po ng 
 Since most of the US is not of tropical climate (excep on: Hawaii and Florida), it’s probably 

be er to keep your Yellow Mai tree in a pot rather than planted in the ground. This way, when 
the weather gets really cold in the winter, you can move the po ed tree either indoor, on a low-
wa age hea ng pad, or inside of a mini pop-up portable greenhouse, such as this one: 
h ps://www.amazon.com/Greenhouse-Outdoor-Gardening-Flowerpot-
Backyard/dp/B01NBKWAVB. 

 If you keep your Yellow Mai tree in a pot, it is recommended that you place the pot on a raised 
pla orm, off the ground. This may somewhat protect the tree from harmful pests and diseases 
coming from the ground. 



 If you repot the Mai Vang tree you purchased from Mai Vang Florida, then make sure the new 
pot has adequate drainage holes before you put down a thin layer of gravel, half of the pot with 
po ng soil, the Mai Vang tree, then fill the rest of the pot with po ng soil. Once the tree has 
been repo ed, make sure you water the soil with a lot of water one me to ensure the old and 
new soil become intermixed.  

Fer lizer 
 Fer lize the plant monthly during the growing season (spring and summer) with a balanced, all-

purpose fer lizer. 
 January – April: Best to use Miracle-Gro All-Purpose Plant Food (24-8-16) to for heathy leaves. 
 May – October: Best to use Super Bloom (12-55-6) for stronger roots and flower buds. 
 October – December: Best to use FoxFarm’s Big Bloom (0.01-0.3-0.7) for faster & bigger blooms. 

Pruning 
 Prune the plant as needed to control its size and shape. Pruning can also encourage the plant to 

produce more flowers. 
 If you purchase your Yellow Mai tree around December – February meframe then your tree is 

most likely looking bare since removing the leaves are necessary for flower produc on, and the 
yellow flower is the en re reason for purchasing these trees. This does not mean that the tree is 
dead; because we would never sell you a dead tree. Trust us: An unhappy/mad customer is 
never worth the headache for us since we have thousands upon thousands of healthy trees to 
sell to happy customers. However, please make sure to follow the Watering and Winter care 
sec ons in this guide to prevent turning your trees from live trees into dead ones once you 
receive them. 

Pests and Diseases 
 Keep an eye out for pests such as aphids, spider mites, and scale insects, and treat them as 

needed. Also, watch for common diseases such as powdery mildew, leaf spots, and root rot, and 
take ac on to control them if necessary. 

 Keep your tree in airy loca ons with lots of light. Remove dead leaves and branches. 
 Use fungicides or “Bug B Gon MAX” if needed. 

Winter care 
 Since most of the US is not of tropical climate, if the weather drop below 50 degrees Fahrenheit, 

it is advisable do one of the following: Bring the po ed trees inside the house, buy a warmer 
mat to place the pot on, or buy one of the mini popup greenhouse from Amazon 
(h ps://www.amazon.com/Greenhouse-Outdoor-Gardening-Flowerpot-
Backyard/dp/B01NBKWAVB) then keep the tree inside of it. If you do buy one of the mini popup 
greenhouses from Amazon, then follow the above Watering sec on for relevant instruc ons. 



 

Figure 3: Recommended custom indoor enclosures with heat lamps and moisture control 

 

 In regions with cold winters, Ochna integerrima should be protected from frost to prevent 
damage to its roots and branches. Consider mulching the soil around the base of the plant to 
help insulate its roots. 

 

By following these simple care ps, you can keep your Ochna integerrima plant healthy and looking its 
best. 

 

For further support ques ons, please text or email: 

Bình – Cell: 305-218-9999 – Email: maivangsales@gmail.com 


